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Beta Blocks
Zine
Summer 2018
with Kim Smith
Beta Blocks
Mayor’s Office of
New Urban Mechanics
Boston, USA

Beta Blocks is a project I advanced
through the summer fellowship
at the Boston Mayor’s Office of
New Urban Mechanics. It is an
opportunity to define what truly
civic technology might be, through
open experimentation. I want to
make a critical and joyful fuss
about these matters. I want to stay
with the trouble, and the only way
I know to do that is in generative
joy, terror, and collective thinking.
Ccritical, optimistic, collaboration
is precisely the most important
piece to start with as we design
civic tech, if we really believe that
cities should be democratic. Beta
Blocks can be an opportunity to
constantly reimagine our city, in
the context of technology, not in its
image. These zine was designed
to be a provocative start to debate
and design.

Wilding
Malden
Spring 2017
Proposal to Malden Mayor
Malden, USA

There is a prime parcel in downtown Malden – a city block owned
by National Grid – that is now
polluted and semi-abandoned, a
brownfield site deemed unfit for
most residential uses. We therefore propose Wilding, a thoroughly
contextualized project that impacts
the urban space and the community of Malden. By remediating
and activating the National Grid
site, Wilding will provide an urban
green space, a zone for both high
and low tech experimentation,
and a platform that empowers the
local community through food. we
believe that this can be a prototype
for a regional experimentation,
grounded in existing communities,
that countervails the contemporary
trend of high-tech / high-value
innovation policies, which focus on
the urban core.

MIT Campus
Collaboration
Spring 2016
Visualizations presented in
SA+P Dean’s Gallery Show:
“Space of Learning”
Masters of Science
MIT Department of Urban
Studies & Planning
Cambridge, USA

Academic research is increasingly
cross-disciplinary and collaborative, between and within institutions. In this context, what is the
role and relevance of an individual’s spatial position on a campus?
I examined the collaboration
patterns of faculty at MIT, through
their academic output (papers and
patents), and their organizational
structures over a 10-year time
span. I found a consistent relationship between spatial proximity and
likelihood of collaboration. These
insights contribute an architectural
dimension to the field of scientometrics, and take a first step
toward empirical space-planning
policy that supports collaboration
within institutions. The project was
presented as a series of visualizations, networks, and a dynamic
video of collaborative activity.

Subjective
Densities
Spring 2013
Yale Architecture Thesis
Yale School of Architecture
New Haven, USA

This project is the culmination of
a year spent traveling to Japan,
conducting research, writing,
and designing. While in Japan,
research, drawing, and interviews
pointed towards ma - defined as
a spatio-temporal interstice - as a
fundamental root of Japanese culture. This project investigates the
architectural expressions of ma,
from the earliest Shinto structures
to contemporary Japanese design.
Words tangle with instances of
culture and built environment from
pre-history to the 21st century,
tying a contemporary theoretical
framework to the roots of what it
means to be Japanese - to ma. The
exhibition juxtaposes, overlays and
synthesizes. It activates interstices
of time and space to weave ma,
the connective tissue of Japan.

DriveWAVE
Summer 2014
with Paolo Santi
Christopher Green
Remi Tachet
Simone Mora
Kris Swick
Matteo Mandrile
WAVE of Innovation
BNP Paribas
Paris, France

DriveWAVE takes as a point of
departure the near-future of autonomous driving. The installation
explores the impact of “smart
autonomous intersections” on
vehicle delay and emissions,
bringing the activity to visitor’s fingertips with a tangible, responsive
interface. The initial impetus of
the project was to communicate
ideas in a more powerful way than
video or visualization. Ultimately,
the novel system lets visitors take
control of traffic flows to see the
dynamic responses of traditional
and smart autonomous intersections. DriveWAVE demonstrates
a paradigm shift in mobility – the
dramatic urban impact of the
autonomous vehicle.

Local
Warming
Summer 2014
with Miriam Roure
Leigh Christie
Yaniv Jacob Turgeman
Dina Katabi
International Venice Biennale
of Architecture, 2014
Fundamentals

Local Warming radically reconfigures climate control, by synchronizing heat with humans. A rank
of responsive infrared heating
elements are mounted around
a room and guided by sophisticated motion tracking. These
emitters can transmit ‘collimated’
heat to create a precise personal
(and personalized) climate for
each occupant. Individual thermal
clouds follow people through
space, ensuring ubiquitous comfort while dramatically reducing
overall energy use. Man no longer
seeks heat... heat seeks man.
The project was first installed at
the Venice Biennale of Architecture, Fundamentals, in the
Fireplace room.

Data Drives
Winter 2013
with Siqi Zhu
Martina Maitan
Oliver Senn
National Museum
of Singapore

Data Drives is an installation by
Senseable City Lab’s Live Singapore team: an intuitive, accessible
software tool for manipulating
and visualizing ‘urban big
data’, the wealth of information
generated by the city around us.
Hosted by the National Museum
of Singapore, Data Drives puts
an interactive touch-table into
the hands of visitors, so they can
play with data in a new way. Like
a giant iPad, this specially-designed interface allows visitors
to come together, engage with
Singapore’s big data, and reveal
the hidden dynamics of the city
around them.
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Fall 2013
with Carlo Ratti
Gianluigi Ricuperati
Christopher Green
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romeo
Today words are moving from
page to screen. Digital e-books
offer many functions – such as
highlighting, bookmarking and
annotation – but most importantly, they are networked. The
Amazon Kindle database records
how many people have underlined passages, who they are, and
how they comment. These digital
highlights, billions of unique
invisible fingerprints across the
book’s pages, show us how people digest literature and derive
meaning, the resonant harmonics
of literature. We propose an immersive exhibition, recomposing
the fragments of readership to
curate humanity’s first dynamic
and evolving text according to the
great literary traditions: numerical,
oral and written.
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